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ABSTRACT

An advanced assembly code system that can efficiently and accurately analyze various designs (current and advanced)
proposed for plutonium disposition is being developed by “marrying” two existing state-of-the-art methodologies - GTRAN2
and SCALE 4.2. The resulting code system, GT-SCALE, posses several unique characteristics exact 2D representation of a
complete fuel assembly, while preserving the heterogeniety of each of its pin cells; flexibility in the energy group structure, the
present upper limit being 218 groups; a comprehensive cross-section library and material data base; and accurate burnup cal-
culations. The resulting GT-SCALE is expected to be very useful for a wide variety of applications, including the analysis of
very heterogeneous UO2 fueled LWR fuel assemblies; of hexagonal shaped fuel assemblies as of the Russian LWRs; of fuel
assemblies for HTGRs; as well as for the analysis of criticality safety and for calculation of the source term of spent fuel.

I. IMPORTANCE OF AN ACCURATE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN TOOL FOR MOX FUELED CORES

Generally speaking, MOX fueled LWR cores can be more heterogeneous than UO2 fueled LWR cores. The enhanced het-
erogeneity can be due to one or a combination of the following reasons:

1. Significant increase in the absorption (and fission) cross-sections. The thermal cross section of Pu-239 is, approxi-
mately, 50% higher than that of U-235. Moreover, the low energy resonance of Pu-239 extends well into the thermal energy
range. These can lead to relatively large flux gradients within the MOX pin cell, and between adjacent uranium- oxide and
MOX fueled pin cells.

2. Checker board core arrangement. Most of the MOX containing LWR cores considered so far were to have MOX fuel
loaded in 1/3 of the core, while the other 2/3 were to be fueled with uranium-oxide. The resulting "checker board" (or “color-
set”) core configuration will feature relatively large flux gradients between adjacent assemblies loaded with the different fuel.
Most of the conventional assembly codes can not take accurately into account such interface flux gradients.

3. Extra use of bulk burnable poisons. Many designs of MOX fueled LWR cores call for the incorporation of burnable
poison in the MOX fuel pellets. For example, one of the Combustion Engineering core design for their System 80+ reactor l

calls for the incorporation of 1.8 wt% erbium oxide in all the MOX fuel pellets. The erbium enables to load into LWR cores
MOX fuel featuring higher plutonium concentrations than possible otherwise, without sacrificing the safety of such cores. The
incorporation of erbium, along with an increase in the plutonium loading, increase the flux gradients.

4. Use of burnable poison coated cladding. Some of the MOX fuel rods are designed to have a coating of a strong absorb-
ing material, so as to aid conventional burnable poisons to compensate for the excess reactivity of the MOX fuel. For example,
one of the designs2 for the Westinghouse AP600 plutonium burner core calls for the use of coating made of zirconium
diboride. Such a coating will increase the thermal flux gradient in MOX fueled rods, and thus contribute to the heterogeneity
of the pin-cells and assemblies containing such rods.

5. Augmentation of the number of control elements. Another consequence of the relatively large absorption cross-section
of plutonium and of the relatively high loading of plutonium is a reduction of the reactivity worth of a control rod. To compen-
sate for this effect, many of the LWRs designed to bum plutonium call for an increase in the number of control elements. This
contributes to an increase in the heterogeneity of the fuel assembly.



6. Introduction of water rods. Certain PWRs aimed at burning plutonium are designed to have a higher moderator-to-fuel
volume ratio than conventional PWRs. In one of the French designs,3 for example, the enhanced moderation is to be obtained
by replacing about 15% of the fuel rods in the assembly by “water rods”. The water rods constitute small thermal flux “traps”
which increase the thermal flux gradients within the fuel assembly and, hence, the assembly heterogeneity.

7. Use of non-fissionable resonance absorbers. Some of the novel concepts for LWR cores for plutonium disposition call
for the replacement of the major fertile isotopes (primarily, U- 238) by a non-fissionable, non-fertile material (so as to elimi-
nate the generation of additional plutonium in the LWR designed to dispose of plutonium). In the concept described in Ref. 4,
for example, tungsten is proposed for the non-fuel material. Many of the existing assembly codes do not have the data to han-
dle tungsten.

8. Going to higher burnups. Certain designs of LWR cores for plutonium disposition call for higher fuel burnups than cus-
tomary in contemporary LWRs. The higher the burnup, the more heterogeneous the assembly becomes, and the more demand-
ing is the accurate simulation of the neutronic and isotopic behavior of the fuel assemblies.

9. Possible use of HTGRs. High temperature gas cooled reactors are being considered as possible supplements to LWRs
for plutonium disposition. The HTGR fuel assemblies have strong heterogeneities, and feature hexagonal cross-section area;
they cannot be accurately simulated by most of the presently available assembly codes.

Most of the existing assembly-level code systems in use cannot accurately account for one or more of the above described
heterogeneities. A large number of lattice physics codes homogenize pin cells for the assembly level calculations. Moreover,
many of the assembly codes are set to simulate one assembly at a time, and cannot accurately account for the actual interface
currents between assemblies of highly different compositions. The purpose of this paper is to present a brief description of a
new assembly code system under development GT-SCALE, which is free of these deficiencies.

II. BRIEF DESCRIPTON OF THE GT-SCALE COMPONENTS

Based on our analysis of the requirements for accurate modelling of the advanced fuel assembly designs, we have decided

to modify and couple two state-of-the-art computer code systems: GTRAN2 - a 2D general geometry transport theory code5

and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory SCALE 4.2 modular code system6 that includes ORIGEN-S for fuel depletion calcu-
lations. The resulting code system, GT-SCALE, possesses several unique characteristics: excellent cross section libraries,
accurate resonance self-shielding and decay chain modelling, burnup equations for the full isotopic matrix, exact representa-
tion of fuel assembly geometry, and use of networks of message-passing workstations for high-performance computing.

A. The GTRAN2 Code System

GTRAN27-11 solves the multigroup steady-state neutron integral transport equation in arbitrary two-dimensional geome-
tries that can be described by combinatorial geometry. The code combines the geometric flexibility of Monte Carlo methodol-
ogy, with the computational efficiency of the deterministic codes. Given transport-corrected macroscopic cross sections, it
solves an eigenvalue problem and gives the volumetric flux and incoming/outgoing current distributions. GTRAN2 also calcu-
lates the reaction rates and few group constants for nodal codes. GTRAN2 is based on the rigorous collision/transfer probabil-
ity (CTP) method. Combinatorial geometry input for GTRAN2 for standard PWRs, BWRs and MHTGRs is generated by a
preprocessing code GIN V1.2 starting from the simple engineering-type input.12 Geometrical preprocessing is done ONLY
ONCE, and the calculated geometric data are repeatedly used for all energies and burnup steps. Fully heterogeneous multias-
sembly calculations are performed by MAGGENTA,13 a modified version of GTRAN2, using a “virtual parallel machine,”
i.e., a network of unix workstations coupled by a message passing capabilities of P4 parallel software library.

As can be seen from the above description, GTRAN2 is not a complete lattice physics code system. It needs a “front-end”
and a “back-end”. The “front-end” should include data libraries and cress section processing codes for generating transport
corrected, composition dependent, multigroup cross sections. The “back-end” should provide burnup calculation capability.
These necessary capabilities are provided by the SCALE 4.2 code system.
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B. The SCALE 4.2 Code Package

The SCALE 4.2 code system6 has been developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to perform standardized computer
analysis for licencing evaluation. Out of a large number of functional modules and data libraries which are part of the SCALE
4.2 package, we are using those which are part of the SAS2H sequence. Specifically, we are using the following functional
modules: BONAMI-S and NITAWL-S for resonance shielding calculations and production of problem-dependent cress sec-
tion master library; XSDRNPM-S for calculating average pin cell or zone-wise fluxes as well as reaction rates; COUPLE for
calculating spectrum weighted transmutation cross-sections and updating the library for ORIGEN-S; and ORIGEN-S for per-
forming a zero-dimensioned isotop generation and depletion calculations.

III. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTATIONAL STRATEGY FOR GT-SCALE

The control module SAS2H incorporated within the SCALE 4.2 system was originally set to perform depletion calcula-
tion in the following sequence: First, calculation is performed for a single fuel pin, assuming an infinite lattice of identical
pins. BONAMI-S and NITAWL-II are run first to prepare problem-dependent cross sections through resonance self-shielding
calculations. Than, XSDRNPM-S is called to perform 1-D discrete ordinates calculation for a pin cell and to prepare homoge-
nized cell cross sections.

Secondly, the effect of water rods, burnable poison rods or control rods on the average assembly spectrum is estimated by
re-applying XSDRNPM-S to a macro-cell, as illustrated in Figure 1. This different pin type is placed in the center of a large
cylindricized assembly. A buffer region made of the homogenized pin cell generated in the first phase is placed around the
central pin. The ratio of the volume of the buffer zone to the volume of the central cell is equal to the ratio of the number of
regular fuel rods to the non-standard rods in the actual fuel assembly.

FIGURE 1. Geometrical Configurations Permitted in SCALE 4.2 with XSDRNPM-S

Thirdly, the above second step can be repeated to account for the effect of other non-standard rods on the assembly spec-
trum.

Finally, the representative assembly spectrum obtained with XSDRNPM-S is being used in COUPLE for generating
effective one-group cross sections for the depletion calculations in ORIGEN-S. After a depletion step, the isotopic composi-
tion of the assembly is modified, and the sequence of calculating is repeated all over.

In the SCALE 4.2 code system, the one-dimensional Sn code XSDRNPM-S is used for solving the transport equation. It
can model fuel assemblies using only a highly simplified lD representation. The GT-SCALE code system under development
will eliminate this restriction. The strategy being developed for applying this code is as follows (See Fig. 2):
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FIGURE 2. Overall Strategy for Coupling SCALE 4.2 and GTRAN2 into GT-SCALE



First, the code would call the CSASN control module, which seamlessly integrates the BONAMI-S and NITAWL-II mod-
ules to generate resonance self-shielded cross sections for a specified pin cell. These cross-sections are being read by
XSDRNMP-S, which is set to solve the eigenvalue equation for the cylindricized pin cell and to generate zone-wise macro-
scopic cross sections for any specific number of groups (smaller or equal to the number of groups in the library).  XSDRNMP-
S was modified to generate transport-corrected cross-sections which are needed for the GTRAN2 calculations.

This CSASN/XSDRNPM-S procedure is performed for each pin cell in the fuel assembly. GT-SCALE then calls
GTRAN2 to perform flux calculations on the entire assembly in one step while preserving all the heterogeneities and the 2D
geometry. The GT-SCALE code then again starts a loop over each pin cell. An auxiliary routine reads the GTRAN2 output
and writes a flux file for each of the pin cells in the fuel assembly. The COUPLE module then uses these fluxes to make the
spectrum correction to the cross sections used for ORIGEN-S. After this, the ORIGEN-S code is used to calculate the burnup
in the pin cells, looping over all of the pin cells one by one. The burnup step is completed by modifying the composition of
each of the pin cells in the assembly.

IV. TESTING AND BENCHMARKING

In order to check the “front-end” interface between SCALE 4.2 and GTRAN2, we compared the results obtained using
GT-SCALE with those calculated with SCALE 4.2/CSASN for a single pin cell test case based on the CE-System 80+ design
for MOX fuel. The following parameters are used l:

Fuel outer diameter

Clad thickness

Clad outer radius

Pin cell pitch

Fuel composition

Total Pu in Heavy Metal

Total U in Heavy Metal

Total Er in MOX

The other parameters are fuel temperature Tf = 980 K, clad temperature Tc = 615 K, moderator temperature Tm = 548.8

K, pressure P = 2250 psi, power density Pd = 20 W/g-fuel, boron concentration Bc = 2450 ppm. The 27-group SCALE burnup
library was used for this tests.

We ran SCALE 4.2/CSASN requesting the following parameters for the transport calculations in XSDRNPM-S: Sl6

quadrature set with P3 approximation. In the case of GTRAN2, the pin cell was represented by three flat flux zones (Figure 3)
in square lattice. The combinatorial ray tracing parameters for GTRAN2 were: 20 angles and 0.02 cm between parallel inte-
gration lines.

The results for the infinite multiplication factor, k, are presented in Table 1 for a couple of test cases; one with and the
other without burnable poison. As can be seen, the results of the original SCALE 4.2 system and coupled SCALE4.2/
GTRAN2 system are in excellent agreement.

TABLE 1. Results for Infinite Multiplication Factor
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FIGURE 3. The Pin Cell Geometry for GTRAN2 and SCALE 4.2/CSASN

In Tables 2 and 3 comparison between fission and absorption rates is given for both test cases. Again, we have a very
good agreement.

TABLE 2. Comparison of Reaction Rates (normalized to one neutron absorption) UO2-PuO2

TABLE 3. Comparison of Reaction Rates (normalized to one neutron absorption): UO2-PuO2-Er2O3
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We have also performed burnup calculation for the pin cell test cases defined above. Table 4 shows comparison of the
SCALE 4.2/SAS2H and GT-SCALE results for the three-group weighting factors calculated by COUPLE and used for cross
section preparation for ORIGEN-S.

TABLE 4. Three-Group Weighting Factors Calculated by COUPLE

Selected one-group cross section prepared by COUPLE for ORIGEN-S are shown in Table 5. Table 6 shows comparison
of the selected nuclide concentrations after 50 days of irradiation. It is observed that the neutron flux spectrum calculated with
GTRAN2 is in excellent agreement with that calculated using XSDRNPM-S. Consequently, the effective one-group transmu-
tation cross sections and burnup-dependent nuclide concentrations calculated using GT-SCALE are practically identical for a
pin cell system, with those calculated by SACLE 4.2/SAS2H.

TABLE 5. Selected Nuclide Concentrations after 50 Days of Irradiation

TABLE 6. Selected One-Group Cross Sections



VI. UNIQUE FEATURES OF GT-SCALE

The fuel assembly code GT-SCALE incorporates a number of unique features of both the SCALE 4.2 code package
and of the GTRAN2 transport equation solver. These unique features include the following:

1. A general two-dimensional geometry simulation capability. The same code can be applied, as is, to accurately simu-
late fuel assemblies of any geometry, including hexagonal geometries (as of the Russian LWRs). The unique geometry
description capability starts from the pin cell level. For example, Figure 4 illustrates how GTRAN2 can be used to investigate
the validity of cylindricizing the pin cell needed for some calculations. The square shaped pin cell is azimuthally divided into
8 - 45° wide segments, each segment consisting of 3 zones: fuel, clad and moderator. GTRAN2 solution shows that the fission
density in the fuel zone pertaining to the cell corner segments is larger than in the fuel zones pertaining to the flat faces of the
cells by more than .5%.

FIGURE 4. GTRAN2 Unique Geometry Description Capability

2. Ability to account for all heterogenieties within the fuel assembly, and to any degree of detail. For example, not only
can GT-SCALE discretely account for the fuel, clad and moderator regions pertaining to each of the pin cells within the
assembly, but it can divide the rod to any number of concentric (or non-concentric) zones. This latter feature can be particu-
larly important for accurate simulation of burnable poison rods, of control rods, and of fuel rods located near-by water rods or
strong absorbing rods.

3. Highly accurate burnup calculations. This is due to the most extensive data base available in the SCALE-4.2 package,
along with the accurate transmutation and radioactive decay chain modelling of ORIGEN-S.

4. Detailed space-dependent burnup calculations. In principle, GT-SCALE can perform separate burnup calculations for
any segment of the fuel (or burnable-poison) rod GTRAN2 is set to provide fluxes for.

5. Multi-assembly simulation capability. MAGGENTA12, a MultiAssembly General Geometry Neutron Transport code,

based in part on the existing GTRAN2 methodology, utilizes the p4 Parallel Programming System13 and networks of worksta-
tions or other supercomputers to solve large multi-assembly problems. This capability could be incorporated into GT-SCALE.

6. Comprehensive, continuously maintained data base - as provided by the SCALE 4.2 code package. For example,
while working on the "marrying" between GTRAN2 and SCALE 4.2 we were informed l4 that new neutron multigroup
libraries for SCALE 4.2 have been released - a 284 group master library is to replace the present 218 group library, and a
new 44 group library is to replace the present 27 group library. Both new libraries are based on ENDF/B-5.

7. Flexibility in energy-group structuring. This is due to the availability of a very fine structure master library and the
capability built into GT-SCALE to collapse this library into any number of groups. This flexibility is particularly useful for
accurate simulation of MOX fuel assemblies. For example, accurate simulation of plutonium bearing fuel assembly requires

taking accurate account of the large low energy resonance of 239Pu which introduces a pronounced structure in the energy
range between approximately 0.1 eV to 1.0 eV. The 218 master group library available to GT-SCALE provides 26 energy
groups for this energy range! This is a higher resolution than necessary for accurate calculation of the thermal neutron
spectrum and reaction rate in plutonium (and erbium, if used as burnable poison) bearing lattices.
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Relative to SCALE 4.2, GT-SCALE has one limitation - accounting for the anisotropy in the neutron distribution using
transport corrected cross-sections (versus the Pl - Sn transport approximation which can be handled by XSDRNPM-S;
typical l and n values being 3 and 8). Nevertheless, as indicated in the comparison between the GTRAN2 and XSDRNPM-S
results presented in Sec. IV, the transport approximation is accurate enough for the type of applications under consideration.

VII. DISCUSSION

Even though the direct incentive for the development of GT-SCALE was for the analysis of MOX fueled LWRs fuel
assemblies, GT-SCALE is a general purpose code for LWR assembly analysis. Its detailed geometry description capability is
expected to make GT-SCALE very attractive for the analysis of UO2 fueled fuel assemblies the design of which is becoming
more and more heterogeneous (for example; recent designs of fuel for BWRs may have as many as 10 different types of rods
per assembly; The variation in rod composition will increase with burnup).

GT-SCALE will be also applicable to the analysis of LWR fuel assemblies of non- conventional geometries - such as the
hexagonally shaped fuel assemblies of the Russian LWRs. In addition, it is expected that GT-SCALE will be applicable to
the analysis of fuel assemblies for HTGRs and LMRs.

In the context of the application considered in the present paper, we presented GT-SCALE as GTRAN2 aided by certain
of the SCALE 4.2 package modules. However, from the viewpoint of the applications for which SCALE 4.2 was developed,
GT-SCALE can be viewed as an upgrading of the capability of the SCALE 4.2 package. Specifically, by upgrading SCALE
4.2 by GTRAN2, it will be possible to more accurately calculate the criticality, and the source term of spent fuel (for
transportation and storage facility design).

So far we have developed the "front-end" and "back-end" interfacing between GTRAN2 and the SAS2H sequence of
SCALE 4.2 for a single pin cell. The next task will be to develop the "looping" capability, i.e., to go from the pin cell to the
fuel assembly level calculations.

VIII. SUMMARY

We started the development of a new fuel assembly analysis code, referred to as GT-SCALE, by "marrying" GTRAN2
and the SAS2H sequence of the SCALE 4.2 code package. Similar approach was used in combining the capabilities of the

SCALE depletion sequence and the lattice code WIMS.l5 However, GT-SCALE is expected to enable a more accurate
simulation of highly heterogeneous and MOX fueled LWR fuel assemblies than most of the existing assembly simulation
codes. This is due to a combination of GT-SCALE's ability to solve the transport equation in as detailed a resolution in both
the spatial and energy-dependent variables, along with its powerful burnup calculational capability. Specifically, GT-SCALE
will be able to accurately simulate the evolution, with burnup, of the isotopic composition of each of the fuel pins in the
assembly. Moreover, GT-SCALE will enable to simulate this composition variation with burnup for different cylindrical
shells corresponding to a given (or any number of fuel rods within the assembly. This capability can be particularly useful
for the simulation of the effect of burnup on fuel or absorber rods which are subjected to strongly varying fluxes - such as for
burnable poisons, particularly when using plutonium for the fuel.

In addition, the GT-SCALE code system will be more universal in its range of application than most of the existing
assembly code systems. This is due to the general geometry description capability of GTRAN2 combined with the fine
energy group structure of the master library of SCALE 4.2 and Combined with the comprehensive burnup calculational
capability (including the corresponding nuclear data files) of SCALE 4.2 (via ORIGEN-S).

The preliminary benchmark calculations carried out give very good agreement between GTRAN2 and XSDRNPM-S
calculations of the neutron balance in a clean, MOX fueled pin-cell. The next step will be the development of the capability
to simulate an entire fuel assembly with GT-SCALE.

Even though the development of GT-SCALE was initiated for the analysis of MOX fueled LWRs, GT-SCALE is
expected to be very useful for a wide variety of other applications, including for criticality safety of spent fuel, and for
accurate source term calculations for the design of shipping and storage casks for spent fuel.
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